Kinetics at a multifunctional RNA active site.
Kinetics of a self-capping RNA, Iso6, have been investigated to constrain the catalytic mechanism. The role of phosphates has been examined by varying the number of phosphates on the nucleophilic attacking group or on the RNA. While the number of phosphates in the nucleophile affects capping kinetics, only KM but not kcat is altered. The KM values for GMP, GDP, GTP and ppppG are 200, 11, 13 and 31 microM, respectively. A reaction product, pyrophosphate, is also found to strongly inhibit RNA activities through a competitive exchange mechanism with an apparent Ki of 200 nM. Uniquely strong binding of pyrophosphate supports the idea that capping originated by utilization of the initial pyrophosphate leaving group site for capping nucleophiles. In contrast to the nucleophile phosphate, change of 5' RNA terminus from triphosphate to tetraphosphate enhances the overall rate and kcat by 40%, with little effect on KM. Thus, only the leaving group appears to affect the rate of the chemical transformation. We propose two possible mechanisms that explain this apparent rate-limiting chemical step, either dissociation of pyrophosphate to form a metaphosphate monoester intermediate or formation of a circular phosphoramidate intermediate, using an internal RNA nitrogenous group. A single essential Ca ion is required for all activities.